
 

All equipment must be used by each youth individually if touching with hands. Between ‘rounds’ if 

equipment changes hands, it is sanitized.  

Refer to recommendations for operating child care facilities.  

 

I. Classroom Group Games: Game Show Style 

 Trivia 

 Jeopardy  

 Are you smarter than a 5th grader? 

 Who wants to be a Millionaire? 

 Hangman  

 S.O.S 

 World Record Breakers- Going online and finding different world records to either try and break 

or come up with creative ideas to break it. (Teams)  

 

II. Gym Games/Outdoor Games: 

 Obstacle Courses  

 Capture the Flag-using pool noodles to tag 

 Shadow Tag- Instead of tagging or touching others step on their shadows to tag 

 Mushroom Ball 

 Modified Basketball 

a) Shooting competitions such as H.O.R.S.E everyone has their own balls. 

b) Basketball Skills obstacle course challenge  

 Soccer Variations 

a) Soccer with ultimate Frisbee rules. (Defenders play the passing lanes) 

b) Crazy Ball- Mix between Soccer and Hockey using pool noodles to hit the ball 

 Floor Hockey 

a) Regular 4 on 4 

b) 1 on 1- Divide group into two teams each team sends one player to the middle of the floor where 

there are two sticks and a puck. On leaders count both players run a lap in the gym in the 

opposite way of each other after the lap the idea is to can run and grab the stick and try to score. 

 Paper Airplane Competitions 

 Fort Building-Fort battles with pool noodles. 

 Kickball 

a) Regular version with gloves. 

b) Hula-hoop version. 

 Jump Rope Competition  

 Keep Away- Pool noodles. 

 Dodgeball  



a) Regular dodgeball 

b) Battleship Edition- Mainly the same rules as dodgeball, except kids line up on the baseline at one 

end of the gym. On the leaders count youth try to run to the other side of the gym without being 

hit by the balls. If hit, the person who made the hit becomes a runner and the person who was 

hit becomes a thrower. 

c) Prison Ball- Like dodgeball but if you get hit you go to prison. The only way to get free is if a 

teammate throws a ball and it is caught using a hula hoop, while in prison. 

 

 

 

 


